
The IEFF force field is better at predicting the

experimental PKBHX acceptor strengths than

MMFF, see Figure 4. The Krige interpolation also

outperforms the nearest neighbor interpolation,

see Figure 4.

The direct calculation always outperforms an

interpolation (either Krige or nearest neighbor).

This is unfortunately unfeasible to do on the fly in

a docking calculation with IEFF, due to the

expense of the calculate. This is possible with

MMFF, however the IEFF/Krige approach

outperforms the MMFF direct calculation in this

analysis.

Figure 4: Correlation with PKBHX experimental acceptor 

strength for IEFF and MMFF interaction energy with several 

interpolation methods.  “(Direct Calc)” uses no interpolation 

and calculates the energy directly with the Fragments.  

“Krige” is the Kriging interpolation method on a training 

set.  “Nearest” interpolates by picking the most similar 

atom in the training set and assigning the strength to that.

Figure 3: (a) PKBHX acceptor strengths vs. IEFF acceptor 

interaction energy calculated directly with the PKBHX 

acceptor fragment.  (b) IEFF acceptor energy calculated 

directly on the PKBHX fragments vs. Kriged IEFF energy.

(a) (b)

Both the IEFF and the Krige introduce some error,

see Figure 3. However the IEFF appears to be a

slightly larger contributor, see Figure 3a, than the

Kriging interpolation, see Figure 3b. One of the

more noticeable effects of the Krige, which is

common to most interpolation methods, is that it

tends to damp out extreme values. This is most

noticeable for the strong aromatic nitrogen

acceptors in this dataset.
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Abstract

This work examines methods for improving

estimations of hydrogen bonding strength using

two new methods in combination. First the

IEFF force field is used to calculate hydrogen

bonding strength. Second Kriging with an atom

similarity metric is used to interpolate the

hydrogen bond strength of any atom using a

database of hydrogen bond atoms with

strengths calculated from IEFF. The calculated

hydrogen bond acceptor strengths are

compared to experimentally measured acceptor

strengths from the PHBHX dataset.

Figure 2: Experimentally determined PKBHX acceptor

strengths (higher is stronger) vs Kriged/IEFF interaction

energy for the acceptor water dimer.
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Hydrogen Bond (HB) interactions are an important

component of nearly all scoring functions used in

docking. Typically scoring functions use typing

rules to determine hydrogen bond strengths (e.g.,

aromatic nitrogens, carboxylic acids, etc..). In this

work we forgo this standard typing approach and

use an atom based similarity method in

combination with Kriging to interpolate the

hydrogen bond strength of an atom. The data

used for the interpolation is a database of

hydrogen bonding atoms with strengths calculated

with the IEFF force field.

Introduction

Kriging is a method of interpolating a property at a

point when the property values at nearby points

are know. The interpolated property is a weighted

average of the known points properties with closer

points having more weight, see Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Cartoon representation of the Kriging 

interpolation.  The yellow sphere is the chemical space of 

hydrogen bonding atoms.  Black circles are atoms with 

known hydrogen bonding strengths.  The star is the atom 

whose hydrogen bond strength is to be interpolated.  The 

numbers are the weight each point is given in the Krige.

In the present work the property to Krige is the

hydrogen bond strength of an atom. The distance

in chemical space is determined with a graph

based atom similarity tanimoto. A total of

~65,000 atoms are used as the Krige’s training

dataset of atoms with know hydrogen bonding

strength. These training atom are all part of

molecular fragments that are generated from the

Chembl database.

The IEFF force field is used to calculate he

hydrogen bond strengths of the training atoms

used by the Krige. Each hydrogen bond fragment

is paired with a water atom in the appropriate

hydrogen bond geometry and the interaction

energy calculated.

* Experimental error in the PKBHX dataset is also a likely

factor, but that is beyond the scope of this work.

The IEFF is new force field under development at

OpenEye that describes the charge distribution on

a molecule with multipoles. This is a more

sophisticated approach that the atom center

charges that force fields like MMFF use. Below we

examine how IEFF compares to MMFF with respect

to calculating hydrogen bond interaction strengths.

We also compare how effective the Krige

interpolation is compared to a simple nearest

interpolation.

Conclusion

The Krige/IEFF method is effective at estimating

hydrogen bonding strengths. The IEFF force field

is shown to be superior to MMFF in this respect,

and the Krige approach more effective than the

simpler nearest neighbor method.

The major advantage of this method is that

hydrogen bonding atoms not in the training set

can be handled provided that there are somewhat

similar atoms in the training dataset.

Results

The correlation between the PKBHX (experimental)

result and the Krige/IEFF calculation is reasonable,

with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.71.

While effective, the Krige/IEFF method does not

perfectly predict the experimental hydrogen bond

strengths. This could be because IEFF does not

predict the hydrogen bond strengths in the training

dataset correctly, or because of error introduced

by the Krige interpolating the training data.* We

examine both these possibilities by calculating the

IEFF energy for the PKBHX training molecules

directly and compare this result to the

experimental result and the full IEFF/Krige below.

The PKBHX dataset is used to evaluate the

effectiveness of our hydrogen bond strength

calculation. This dataset contains experimentally

measured hydrogen bond strengths for several

hundred acceptor atoms embedded in molecular

fragments. Note: In principle the PKBHX strengths

can be used directly as the Kriges training data in

place of the IEFF calculation. However, they do

not contain donor strengths and cover a fairly

small an area of chemical space.

Test Dataset

Method

The results of using the Krige/IEFF method to

calculate the hydrogen bonding strength are

shown below in Figure 2.


